The vision of creating entirely-soft robots capable of performing complex tasks will be accomplished only when the controllers required for autonomous operation can be fully implemented on soft components. Despite recent advances in compliant fluidic circuitry for mechanical signal processing, the applicability of this technology for soft robot control has been limited by complicated fabrication and tuning processes, and also the need for external signals such as clocks and digital references. We propose a method to develop pneumatic soft robots in which coordinated interactions between multiple actuators are performed using controllers implemented on components distributedly embedded in the soft structures of the system. In this approach, the notions of binary and multivalued actuator logic states are introduced. In this way, the physical local dynamical couplings between the analog states of the actuators, established using soft valves of a new type, can be thought of as logic-gate-based mappings acting on discretized representations of the actuator states. Consequently, techniques for digital logic design can be applied to derive the architectures of the localized mechanical couplings that intelligently coordinate the oscillation patterns of the actuator responses. For the purposes of controller tuning, the soft valves are conceived so that their main physical parameters can be adjusted from the exterior of the robot through simple geometrical changes of the corresponding structural elements. To demonstrate the proposed approach, we present the development of a six-state locomoting soft robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
We envision electronics-free entirely-soft fluidic autonomous robots with control mechanisms embedded in their structures. To realize this idea, we developed new types of fluid-driven valves and logic circuits for implementing controllers without the use of hard electronics components. As usual [1] - [4] , the soft valves introduced in this paper share the basic design concept according to which an elastic element utilizes the mechanical energy of a controlled flow to apply the forces that actuate the flow-varying control mechanisms. A key feature of the proposed design approach is that it enables the distributed implantation of the valves in the skins of the soft actuators of the robot. The resulting distributed control configurations are well-suited to drive bioinspired pneumatic robotic systems capable of producing large forces and displacements as these signals can be directly fedback to passively generate the flow-switching actions determined by the embedded mechanical controller.
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Torso Rear foot Fig. 1 : Three-actuator soft robot with integrated electronics-free decentralized gait controllers. The local interactions between actuators are enabled using soft switch-valves embedded in the skins of the robot.
program a soft robot during the fabrication process and also tune the controller parameters depending on the conditions of operation. In contrast, in all the published designs of soft valves for fluidic circuits [2] - [12] , the operational parameters directly depend on the geometrical dimensions and mechanical properties of one, or more, internal structural membranes that can not be accessed without damaging the skins and seals of the soft components of the system. This difficulty has thus far limited the versatility and implementability of fluid-driven circuits for control. To create fully functional soft robots according to the proposed approach, new methods for controller synthesis and implementation are necessary. In the past, soft digital fluidic circuits have been used to implement complex Boolean logic functions that operate on discrete-valued pressure signals [8] - [12] . In most applications of circuits of this type to soft robotic control, discrete outputs from the circuits are inputted as open-loop commands to the actuators; typically, instantaneous inflation and deflation signals [7] , [8] . In those cases, in addition to digital fluidic circuits, external electronic devices are employed to generate clock signals and discretevalued pressure references of operation. Overall, it is difficult to implement a finite-state machine to coordinate multiple soft actuators through a set of different states using only digital fluidic circuits. On the other hand, as discussed in this paper, electronics-free analog soft fluidics exhibit builtin efficiency and robustness as they do not require vacuum, or an electronic pressure regulator, to set logic low and high pressure signals.
One example of soft analog-fluidic-based logic for control is the method employed to drive the Octobot in [6] . In that case, however, the main control function is performed by an upstream flow oscillator [3] that does not use feedback information about the soft actuators located downstream, Here, 1 indicates the silicon layer that seals the skin of the actuator beneath an orifice to form a groove; 2 indicates the bistable bending membrane (see Fig 3- (c) for a detailed view); 3 indicates a soft low-friction guide (1/16 heat shrink tube) inside the skin of the actuator for the strings that pull the bending membrane; 4 indicates the two strings that jointly pull the bistable bending membrane as the actuator elongates; 5 indicates the tube linkage driven by the bistable mechanism via a string that connects the point b of the rocker Ab to the center of the bending membrane. whose responses are intended to be controlled. A second example is the technique used to drive the worm-like walker presented in [4] , which generates directional locomotion using anisotropic friction. In that case, the entire robot is composed of a single soft actuator with an integrated soft bistable valve. The valve reacts, according to a hysteretic pattern, to feedback from the actuator by passively switching the pressure input to the system, thus inducing a simple oscillation in the actuator response.
To demonstrate the introduced approach, we created the three-actuator soft crawler shown in Fig. 1 . The front and rear actuators operate as feet while the middle actuator functions as a contractable-extendable torso. By embedding only three soft switch-valves in the skins of the robot, we implemented the localized feedback controllers that coordinate the actuators to perform a six-state locomotion gait while driven by three air inputs. In contrast with previous works [6] , [7] , the proposed controllers directly utilize the state information of the soft actuators to determine control actions. Also, even though the input and output signals of the logic circuits correspond to actuator responses, which are intrinsically analog, an unorthodox notion of logic state is proposed so that controllers can be designed using digital techniques.
II. PASSIVE SOFT VALVES
The proposed soft valves are tubular linkages made from commercially-available polyolefin heat-shrink tubes. As illustrated in Figs. 2-(a) and 2-(b), these simple structures are attached to the skins of a soft robot in a way such that the effective deformations of the composing actuators are converted into angle variations of the kinked articulations of the linkages. Angle changes, in turn, vary the cross-section areas of a tube at the kinks, thus also varying the flow status (blocked or unblocked). A similar design concept is discussed in [13] , which introduces a soft valve that utilizes the elastic instability of the kink dynamics of an elastomeric tube to snap open or close a flow passage. The valves introduced in this paper, however, are less elastic, do not exhibit twist instabilities and their flow-varying responses can be designed using mechanical linkage analysis as the kinks simultaneously function as living hinges. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2 -(c), a bistable element can be placed between the skin of the soft actuator and the linkage mechanism to produce a hysteretic switching dynamics. Bistable flexible membranes have been used in the past to create soft valves [4] ; in contrast with previous designs, however, the valve in Fig. 2 -(c) can be reconfigured from the exterior of the actuator and tuned without the need for re-fabrication. In the three cases shown in Fig. 2 , the actuators elongate and contract axially according to the design in [14] - [17] ; the proposed valve design concept, however, can be applied to other types of fluid-driven soft actuators.
A. Simple On-and-Off Switch-Valves
An on-and-off switch-valve translates the instantaneous air pressure level of a soft actuator (low or high) with respect to a constant threshold into a binary state of a flow-path (blocked or unblocked). Fig. 2 -(a) shows a normally-closed (NC) valve, designed to unblock the flow-path only when the pressure of the actuator to which it is attached exceeds a pre-set threshold. In this case, a heat-shrink tube is folded to have three living hinges and four inextensible link sections; denoted by A, B, C and Aa, AB, BC, Cc, respectively. The links Aa and Cc are attached to the skin of a soft actuator in a way such that the joints A and C define a line with the same direction than that of the effective deformation of the actuator. The configuration of the linkage changes with the deformation of the actuator and can be modeled as a slider-crank mechanism (see the top schematic of Fig. 2-(a) ). In this model, A is a fixed pivot of the fixed link Aa; the links AB and BC can be thought of as a crank and a coupler with moving pivots B and C, respectively; and the link Cc is represented by a slider because it translates without changing its orientation when the actuator deforms. Since the lengths of AB and BC are constant, the ABC triangle and, hence, the configuration of the linkage is uniquely determined by the distance s between A and C. The orientations of Aa and Cc are selected so that the flow-paths at A and C remain open for all admissible actuator pressures. The initial distance s 0 is chosen so that only when the internal pressure of the actuator exceeds a threshold value, the flow-path at B opens. Fig. 2-(b) shows a normally-open (NO) valve. In this case, a heat-shrink tube is folded to have a living hinge A and two links, Aa and Ab. The segment Aa is fixed to the skin of the actuator while Ab can rotate about A and a thin string (in black) connects the point b of the tube to the right end of the actuator. If the string is relaxed, thus exerting no force at b, the flow-path at A remains open due to the restoring torsional-spring force exerted by the material of the living hinge A. The orientation of Aa and length of the string can be chosen so that only when the internal pressure of the actuator exceeds a threshold value, the flow-path at A closes.
B. Hysteretic On-and-Off Switch-Valves
The design and functionality of a hysteretic NO switchvalve is depicted in Fig. 2-(c) . The transitions between the discrete states of the valve (blocked or unblocked) depend on both the actuator pressure and direction of pressure variation (positive or negative), i.e., there is a low transition point, P − , and a high transition point, P + , which define a hysteretic cycle (upper-right of Fig. 2-(c) ). A key component of this valve is the bistable mechanism (in yellow in Fig. 2-(c) ), which consists of an elastic membrane that has been bended before installation with a thin string that pulls its two ends, as described in Section II-C. The bending membrane is attached to the skin of an actuator by its two ends exactly above a groove that allows the mechanism to take the concaveup shape and return back to the concave-down form during operation (see the insets in Fig. 2-(c) ). The mechanical deformation of the membrane is used to actuate a tube linkage (in black in Fig. 2 -(c)); this linkage is composed of a fixed link, Aa, that is rigidly attached to the soft actuator and a rocker, Ab, that is connected through a string to the center of the bending membrane at point b.
When the actuator is deflated such that p(t) < P − , where p(t) is the instantaneous pressure of the actuator at time t, the two ends of the membrane are compressed toward each other by the restoring forces of the elastic skin. As a result, the bending membrane is forced to be in the concave-down shape, thus unblocking the flow-path at A. When the actuator pressure variation is positive, a thread initially relaxed, with one end attached to the bending membrane and the other end connected to the right extreme of the actuator, tenses as the soft actuator elongates. Consistently, when the actuator is inflated such that p(t) > P + , the expansion of the skin pulls the thread, thus forcing the bistable mechanism to transition from the initial stable equilibrium point (concave-down position) to the second stable equilibrium point (concave-up position). The displacement generated by the membrane, in turn, kinks the tube and blocks the flow path at A. As the inflated actuator starts to deflate, the flow path unblocks following the lower horizontal branch of the hysteretic cycle in Fig. 2-(c) . This behavior reflects the fact that the membrane remains at the second stable equilibrium position until p(t) drops below P − , at which point the restoring elastic force of the actuator's skin is sufficiently large to force the mechanism to transition back. Note that the value of P − can be tuned by adjusting the locations of the attachment points of the bistable membrane; similarly, the higher threshold P + can be varied by adjusting the length of the string that connects the membrane with the right end of the actuator. The design of a hysteretic NC valve is almost identical, except for the fact that the bending membrane is initially setup in the upside-down position with respect to the NO counterpart. 
C. Fabrication Method
The methods employed to fabricate the components of the electronics-free soft robotic systems are depicted in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 -(a), cylindrical soft actuators of the type depicted in Fig. 2 are fabricated by folding, attaching and sealing geometrically-simple (rectangular and circular) 2D elastomeric reinforced structures made from liquid silicone (Ecoflex fast 00-35). During fabrication, structural fibers, made from cotton threads and nylon nets, are embedded in the silicone layers to constrain the deformation of the actuators in the radial direction. As shown in Fig. 3-(b) , the tubular linkages that compose the soft valves are made by folding thin-wall polyolefin heat-shrinks to create creases that coincide with the axes of the pivot locations. Then, thin layers of cyanoacrylate adhesive are applied to the surfaces of the sections of the linkages that do not function as living hinges with the purpose of fixing the locations of the folded lines and, hence, the link lengths. The sections of the linkage that are fixed to the soft actuators are gently wrapped with thin cotton threads to create protruded features used to increase bonding between the tube and the silicone of the robot's skin. As shown in Fig. 3 -(c), to fabricate the bending membrane for a bistable mechanism, a flat FR4 sheet is laser cut to obtain a double-headed arrow outline with holes for threads to be connected in the next step of the fabrication process. Then, thin strings are used to bend the membrane into a bow shape. Next, both arrow-shaped ends of the membrane are embedded into layers of liquid silicone that once cured function as attachment features used to connect the mechanism with the skin of the actuator. In general, knotted threads, that function as anchors inside the cured elastomeric layers, are employed to reinforce bonding between silicone and non-silicone parts.
III. ELECTRONICS-FREE SOFT PNEUMATIC LOGIC UNITS
We use the valves in Section II to couple the states of the soft actuators that compose a robot with the purpose of implementing distributed controllers. In specific, a valve excited by one actuator is employed to vary the flow inputs to another or the same actuator. In this approach, NOT and buffer gate operations are utilized to represent the basic local couplings created between the actuator states through the use of soft logic valves. Thus, principles used to design digital logic circuits can be applied to a combined process of robotic and controller development.
A. Basic Logic Gates
An illustration of a NOT gate, composed of two soft actuators and a valve, is shown in Fig. 4-(a) . In this configuration, a pressure source provides a continuous flow of air to actuator B (in blue), whose vent is connected to a NC switchvalve that is operated by actuator A (in red). In specific, when the vent is blocked by the valve, the blue actuator inflates; when the vent is unblocked, air exits through the valve and the blue actuator deflates. Note that, in contrast with most soft fluidic circuits discussed in the literature [8] , [10] - [12] , the proposed system does not require the use of digital pressure signals of distinct levels to operate. Alternatively, the logic high and low states, denoted by 1 and 0, are defined in terms of a pressure threshold function. For example, the logic pressure state of actuator A is given by
where p A is the instantaneous internal pressure of actuator A; P A is a constant pressure threshold; and A[P A ] is the logic pressure level of actuator A with respect to P A . Given the definition in (1), by selecting the value of P A to be exactly that of the critical internal pressure of actuator A that opens the NC valve, the unidirectional coupling between the two actuators created with the valve can be thought of as a NOT operation, whose input and output are the logic states of actuator A and actuator B (also defined as in (1)), respectively. Namely, in steady state, as long as A[P A ] = 0, the blocked NC valve sets B[P B ] = 1 (left illustration in Fig. 4-(a) 
where the subscripts n and n + 1 indicate the current and next states. This notation is introduced to signify the physical delay associated with the pneumatic system, as at the instant in which an input becomes effective (upon activation of the pressure source of the logic gate), the direction of evolution of the output, instead of the current output, is instantaneously determined. In a similar manner, a buffer, in which the output replicates the input, can be created by replacing the NC valve of a NOT gate with an NO valve, as shown in Fig. 4-(d) .
B. Hysteretic Logic States
When the NC, or NO, valve of a fluidic logic gate of the type in Fig. 4 is replaced with a hysteretic valve, the input to the gate can be thought of as a hysteretic logic state. For the purposes of example, consider the buffer in Fig. 4-(d) . In this case, if the hysteretic NO valve of the type in Fig. 2-(c) is employed, the logic pressure state of actuator A is defined using the hysteretic threshold function given in Fig. 5-(a) . Thus, the same Boolean operation associated with the buffer can be used to describe the unidirectional couplings created between actuators by hysteretic valves, as represented by the truth table in Fig. 5-(b) ; symbolically, we write
where A[P A± ] represents the hysteretic logic pressure level of actuator A (0 or 1) with respect to either the higher threshold P A+ or the lower threshold P A− , depending on the evolution direction of the actuator's pressure signal. Note that regardless of whether a hysteretic valve is used to implement a logic unit or not, in order to preserve the cascadeability of the proposed logic mapping, the discrete output from a gate can also be defined as a hysteretic logic state.
C. Extension to Multi-Valued Logic
For design purposes, sometimes it is necessary to define more than two levels for the logic state of a soft actuator. To simplify the explanation, here we discuss cases in which binary and ternary logic pressure levels are defined for an actuator; the approach, however, can be generalized. For instance, ternary pressure states for actuator A in Fig. 5-(c) are defined by a threshold function and encoded using two bits according to
where P A1 and P A2 are constants such that P A1 < P A2 ; and A[P A2 P A1 ] represents the logic pressure level with respect to the thresholds P A1 and P A2 . The three truth values are comparable according to
1) Ternary Logic States as Inputs: An important reason to encode the logic states of soft actuators using multiple bits is the ability to describe configurations in which multiple valves, with different threshold pressures, are excited by the same actuator. For example, in Fig. 5-(c) , two NO valves, with different thread lengths and therefore threshold pressures, are actuated by actuator A (in red). Considering the definition of ternary logic states in (4), we select P A1 and P A2 to exactly coincide with the threshold pressure values of the two NO valves. In this way, the ternary logic state of actuator A, according to (4), determines the three possible combined states of the two valves and, hence, the combined states of actuator B (in blue) and actuator C (in gold), whose vent lines are operated by the valves. This behavior can be represented using the truth table and logic diagram in Figs. 5-(d) and 5-(e) as well as the relationships
in which the two bits of the ternary state, A n [P A2 P A1 ], are treated as two binary inputs, A n [P A2 ] and A n [P A1 ], to two separate buffers; and the outputs from the two buffers (the logic states of actuators B and C) are assumed to have binary levels with respect to the corresponding thresholds.
2) Ternary Logic States as Outputs: Since the proposed logic units are cascadable, sometimes it is necessary to enable the output from a gate to be encoded using multiple bits. For example, consider the NOT gate in Fig. 4-(a) . In this case, when the pressure signal of actuator B (in blue) is discretized to obtain three logic levels with respect to the higher and lower thresholds P B2 and P B1 (see Fig. 5-(f) ), a ternary logic is used to represent the gate, as shown in Fig. 5-(g) ; symbolically, this is denoted by the logic diagram in Fig. 5-(h) as well as
D. Important Remarks on Logic Gates
These remarks apply to all the logic units: i. The concept of actuator logic state is independent of the notion of valve state (blocked or unblocked). However, note that in a logic gate, the input signal (which is the logic state of the actuator) is coupled with the state of the valve that executes the logic function. In this way, a change of the logic level in an input indicates a change of the corresponding valve status and, hence, the associated output. ii. In the definition of the logic units in Figs. 4 and 5 , the information about how actuator A (in red) reaches a logic state is not specified because this state is the external input to the gate; this idea is consistent with the cascadeability of the logic gates. iii. The values of the thresholds used to define the logic states of the actuators do not affect the rules of logic operation; rather, they determine the physical interpretation and implementation of the logic functions.
IV. APPLICATION: A FINITE-STATE MACHINE
To demonstrate the proposed approach, we present the design of a pneumatic soft robot with integrated electronics-free localized feedback controllers that coordinate the composing actuators to generate 6-state-gait locomotion.
A. Finite-State Machine Design Problem Formulation
To locomote inside a trenched path, the three actuators of the crawler to be designed are configured in an H shape and coordinated according to the finite-state machine in Fig. 6-(a) . This gait mode can be described using the state transition chart in Table I 
and F [P F ] represent the binary logic states of the middle, rear and front actuators with respect to the corresponding threshold pressures. The state transitions from S 0 through S 5 specify the sequence of logic actuator states required to generate the gait in Fig. 6-(a) . For the rear and front actuators, the threshold pressures, P R and P F , are chosen to have the values at which the feet just start to anchor. For the middle actuator, the pressure threshold, P M , is chosen to be value at which the torso is fully contracted. Next, we present the derivation of the control logic that satisfies the requirements in Table I -(a). 
B. Logic Circuit Design
We start by devising a decentralized control structure in which the states of the actuators are coupled using the minimum possible number of valves. The main design guideline is that the two feet do not require information from the torso to generate an alternating anchoring pattern as the middle actuator can cooperate with the feet using their states as feedback. Therefore, we first define a transition logic for coordination that involves only the feet. Note that the feet are required to maintain their logic states during the transitions from S 1 to S 2 and from S 4 to S 5 , which can be realized with the alternative pattern in Table. I-(b). This alternative specification does not require repeated states as two different threshold pressures, P R+ and P R− that satisfy the condition P R− < P R < P R+ , are specified for the logic states of the rear actuator. This functional equivalence follows from noticing that if the system moves from S 0 , 0[P R− ]∧0[P F ], to S 2 , 1[P R+ ]∧0[P F ], with a single state transition, it must pass through S 1 , 1[P R ] ∧ 0[P F ]. Similarly, as the system moves from
The conventional approach to determine transition logics for state machines can be applied to this case [5] . In specific, a feasible solution is found by finding a combinatorial logic that satisfies the truth chart in Table I -(c), in which the two inputs and two outputs are the current and next states of the feet. Note that the information in Tables I-(b) and I-(c) implies that the higher and lower pressures, P R+ and P R− , alternatingly function as the threshold used to determine the logic level of the rear actuator, depending on whether its state transition is an increasing or a decreasing process. This behavior can be implemented using the hysteretic switchvalve presented in Section II-B. Thus, by applying the logic gate definition in Section III, it is straightforward to see that the logic equations R n+1 [P R± ] =F n [P F ] and F n+1 [P F ] = R n [P R± ] satisfy the truth table.
When considering the control logic of the middle actuator, it is straightforward to see that a buffer logic that relates the middle actuator with the front foot, according to Table I -(a). Then, after the logic structure for the entire robotic system is put together, we obtain the logic diagram in Fig. 6-(b) and equations
in which the logic state of the rear foot outputted from the NOT gate is ternary in terms of both the hysteretic threshold P R± and the constant threshold P R ; the two bits of this ternary state, in turn, function as two binary inputs for the two buffers. The overall logic structure and predicted logic response sequences of the actuators can be summarized using the state diagram in Fig. 6-(c) , which satisfies the actuator coordination requirements in Table I -(a). Consistent with (7) and the diagram in Fig.6-(b) , the dashed arrows denote the NOT logic and the solid arrows denote the two buffers. The inputs and outputs of the logic gates are indicated by the tails and heads of the arrows, respectively. Note that the logic operations in the state diagram of Fig. 6 -(c) follow the rules defined in Section III.
C. Implementation and Experimental Results
By cascading logic gates according to (7) , the desired state machine can be physically realized. The resulting robotic design, composed of three mechanically-coupled soft oscillators, is depicted in Fig. 6-(d) . The first line in (7) represents a NOT gate in which an NC valve (NCV in Fig. 6-(d) ), with the threshold pressure P F , is driven by the front foot and connected to the vent line of the rear foot (VR in red in Fig. 6-(d) ). To tune the threshold of the valve, the distance s 0 of the NCV is adjusted so that the VR is unblocked only when the pressure of the front foot exceeds P F (i.e., the front foot is anchored to the trench). The second line in (7) represents a buffer in which a hysteretic NO valve (HNOV in Fig. 6-(d) ) is driven by the rear foot and connected to the vent line of the front actuator (VF in gold in Fig. 6-(d) ).
The threshold pressure of the valve takes either the value of P R+ or P R− , depending on whether the rear actuator is inflating or deflating. When tuning the higher threshold pressure of the HNOV, the string length is adjusted so that the bistable membrane snap-closes the VF when the pressure of the rear foot exceeds P R+ , at which point the rear foot is reliably anchored. To tune the lower threshold, the distance between the two ends of the membrane are adjusted so that the bistable mechanism is forced to snap back only when the rear foot has sufficiently retracted to detach from the trench. The third line in (7) represents a buffer in which an NO valve (NOV in Fig. 6-(d) ), with a threshold pressure P R , is driven by the rear actuator and connected to the vent of the middle actuator (VM in blue in Fig. 6-(d) ). To tune the NOV, the length of the string of the valve is adjusted so that the VM is blocked only when the pressure of the rear foot exceeds P R , the pressure value required to just anchor. Note that the decentralized control architecture of the system allows us to tune the responses of the feet first, while the pressure supply to the torso remains inactive; in the next step, the tuning of the torso response does not disrupt the already coordinated feet, as they do not require information from the torso to function.
To test the performance of the gait controller, we ran experiments in which the soft robot crawls inside a trench that was built with a horizontal smooth surface and a pair of poly-carbonate parallel plates (shown in Fig. 7-(a) ). In this case, three mini air pumps (Airpon D2028) supply the air pressures that feed the three actuators of the robot. In order to generate similar flow-rate inputs, the pumps that feed the feet share the same DC power supply while the pump that feeds the torso uses a separate DC power supply. MATLAB was used to analyze and visualize the pressure measurements collected using analog silicon sensors (Honeywell ASDX) connected to an Arduino processor. The achieved functionality and performance are demonstrated using the data in Fig. 7 and supplementary movie S1.mp4 (http://www.uscamsl.com/resources/RoboSoft2020/S1.mp4). During this test, the robot locomotes at an average speed of 0.383 m/min.
As seen in Fig. 7-(a) and movie S1.mp4, whenever the system enters a state S n in Fig. 6-(a) , the air inputs and, hence, the dynamics of the robot are immediately switched by the actions of the passive soft valves. As a result, the state of the robot immediately moves towards and then reaches the desired next state S n+1 . The corresponding rhythmic analog pressure outputs from the three actuators are shown in Fig. 7 -(b). Note that the turning points of these signals indicate the switching actions of the valves and, hence, threshold pressures that are used to construct the corresponding valve states, which are plotted in Fig. 7-(c) . The actual response of the NCV driven by the front actuator switches at two threshold pressures, P F− = 1.5 psi and P F = 2.3 psi. This observation indicates that, in this case, the valve dynamics has a set of intermediate states between a fully unblocked and reliably blocked status. However, this small switching error is tolerated by the system and actually contributes to a faster transition from S 2 (when the rear foot is anchored) to S 4 (when the front foot is anchored), i.e., a shorter duration of the state S 3 . In this case, the identified threshold pressures P R , P F and P M are used to define the instantaneous logic states associated with the analog signals of the actuators, which are plotted in Fig. 7-(d) . Black and gray bars mark the system evolution in terms of the sequence of finite states from S 0 to S 5 . These results indicate consistency with the state machine requirements in Table I -(a).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new approach to the design, modeling and implementation of integrated electronics-free localized logic controllers for pneumatic soft robots. To enable this controller synthesis approach, we developed new types of soft switch-valves that can be embedded distributedly in the skins of a soft robot and thus be used to couple the states of the composing actuators, employing simple fine-tuning features. In the proposed method, binary (or multi-level) logic states for the soft actuators of a robot are defined by processing the corresponding analog actuator-pressure signals using threshold functions. These functions are defined in terms of one or multiple threshold values, with or without hysteresis, depending on the design requirements for the robot; by design, the actuators do not need to actually generate discrete responses as, for example, in [18] . The integration of soft components define logic gates characterized by the dynamical interactions introduced between the actuators by the switch-valves; consistently, desired coordination patterns for the analog actuator states are formulated as finite-state machines. In this way, principles for digital design can be applied to derive the distributed mechanical logic controllers required to coordinate the actuators of a soft robot in order to follow a desired oscillation pattern of operation. As an example, we presented a soft robotic design that requires simple fabrication and tuning (Section IV), in which a multivalued logic enabled the creation of a decentralized control structure using a small number of interconnected switchvalves. The resulting system emulates the decentralized control mechanisms observed in animal muscles. We anticipate that this proposed approach will enable the development of soft robots composed of a great number of modules.
